
 

St. Patrick's Episcopal Day School 2018  
Summer Reading for Students Entering Grade 3* 

   

Required Reading Grade 3 

Jake Drake, Bully Buster  

Clements, Andrew Jake Drake has his hands full trying to survive school with Link 
Baxter, the class bully. *Available in audio through Tales2Go. 

   

Nonfiction 

 

Grand Canyon Chin, Jason 
Home to an astonishing variety of plants and animals that have 
lived and evolved within its walls for millennia, the Grand Canyon 
is much more than just a hole in the ground. 

Her Right Foot Eggers, David 
Part history and part call to action, this nonfiction picture book 
reminds readers of the genesis of the Statue of Liberty and its 
relevance today. *Available in audio through Tales2Go 

Not So Different: What You Really 
Want to Ask About Having a 
Disability 

Burcaw, Shane Burcaw answers ten frequently asked questions about his life with 
a disability in a humorous and approachable manner. 

Pedal Power: How One Community 
Became the Bicycle Capital of the 
World 

Drummond, Allan 
The story of the people in Amsterdam who led protests against 
crowded, unsafe streets and took over a vehicles-only tunnel on 
their bikes, showing what a little pedal power could do. 

 



Biographies 

 

Between the Lines: How Ernie Barnes 
Went from the Football Field to the 
Art Gallery 

Wallace, Sandra Neil 

When Ernie Barnes was growing up in North Carolina in the 
1940s, he loved to draw, but in the segregated south he couldn't 
make art his career. Ernie became a football star and eventually 
played in the NFL. Still, in his heart Ernie longed to be an artist.  

Chef Roy Choi and the Street Food 
Remix Martin, Jacqueline Briggs 

A biography of Chef Roy Choi that describes the popular street 
cook's life, working in his family's restaurant, figuring out what he 
wanted to do with his life, and his food truck and restaurant. 

Joan Procter, Dragon Doctor: The 
Woman Who Loved Reptiles 

 
Valdez, Patricia 

Joan Procter's lifelong love of reptiles yielded a career at London’s 
Natural History Museum and the London Zoo, as well as provided 
companionship during her life-long illness. 

Mama Africa! How Miriam Makeba 
Spread Hope with Her Song Erskine, Kathryn 

Inspiring life story of Miriam Makeba, an activist and singer best 
known as Mama Africa, is illustrated with art as vibrant as the 
woman herself. 

 

Historical Fiction 

 

Ruth and the Green Book Ramsey, Calvin A 
When Ruth and her parents take a motor trip from Chicago to 
Alabama to visit her grandma, they rely on a pamphlet called "The 
Negro Motorist Green Book" to find places that will serve them. 

Dash (Dogs of World War II series) Larson, Kirby 

When her family is forced into an internment camp, Mitsi Kashino 
is separated from her home and her beloved dog Dash. Mitsi’s one 
connection to the outer world are the letters from the kindly 
neighbor who is caring for Dash. *Available in audio through 
Audible. 

Paper Son: Lee's Journey to America James, Helen Foster 
Lee, an orphan, reluctantly leaves his grandparents in China for the 
long sea voyage to San Francisco, where he and other immigrants 
undergo examinations at Angel Island Immigration Station. 

Shi-shi-etko Campbell, Nicola I 

Shi-shi-etko gathers together many of the things of nature and 
places them into her bag of memories so that she will never forget 
her people and land as she prepares to go many miles away to the 
required residential school. 

 



Realistic Fiction 

 

EllRay Jakes (series) Warner, Sally 
Even though he’s the smallest kid in class, eight-year-old EllRay 
Jakes can get himself into big trouble. *Available in audio through 
Tales2Go 

Indian Shoes Smith, Cynthia Leitich Together with Grampa, Ray Halfmoon, a Seminole-Cherokee boy, 
finds creative and amusing solutions to life's challenges. 

Lola Levine and the Dream Vacation 
(Lola Levine series) Brown, Monica 

Lola Levine is ecstatic to learn that their family will visit her 
favorite aunt in Peru, where she and Ben discover the wonderful 
adventures to be found in Lima while struggling to stay out of 
trouble. 

Just Grace (series) Harper, Charise Mericle Features Grace, a curious and well-meaning third-grader who gets 
into a little bit of trouble. *Available in audio through Tales2Go 

 

Classic Books to Read Together 

 

Elijah of Buxton Curtis, Christopher Paul 

Elijah Freeman, the first free-born child in Buxton, Canada, which 
is a haven for slaves fleeing the American South in 1859, uses his 
wits and skills to try to bring to justice the lying preacher who has 
stolen money that was to be used to buy a family's freedom. 
*Available in audio through DC Public Library’s Overdrive. 

Mouse Called Wolf, A King-Smith, Dick A mouse shares his musical gift with a widowed concert pianist. 

Trumpet of the Swan White, E.B. 

Louis, a voiceless Trumpeter swan, finds himself far from his 
wilderness home when he determines to communicate by learning 
to play a stolen trumpet. *Available in audio through DC Public 
Library’s Overdrive. 

Whipping Boy, The Fleischman, Sid 
A bratty prince and his whipping boy have many adventures when 
they  accidently trade places after becoming involved with 
dangerous outlaws. 

 



Sports & Adventure 

 

Melvin Beederman Superhero (series) Trine, Greg Melvin loves fighting crime, until the McNasty Brothers, start 
robbing banks and Melvin's superpowers mysteriously disappear. 

Mickey Mantle: The Commerce 
Comet Winter, Jonah A brief, illustrated biography of baseball player Mickey Mantle. 

Victory School Superstars (series) Sports Illustrated Kids Victory School--a special school for kids with super sports skills! 

Zayd Saleem, Chasing A Dream 
(series) Khan, Hena Zayd Saleem dreams of being the first Pakistani-American kid to 

make it to the NBA. There are only a few small things in his way. 

 

Fantasy & Science Fiction 

 

Dragons and Marshmallows (Zoey 
and Sassafras series) Citro, Asia 

Zoey, and her cat, Sassafras, use science experiments to help a 
dragon with a problem. Zoey models how to keep a science journal 
through her handwritten entries in each story.  

Ivy Coville, Katherine A young girl helps her grandmother care for magical creatures. 

Matter-of-Fact Magic (series) Chew, Ruth Ruth Chew's classic chapter-books full of everyday magic are in 
print again so a new generation of readers can fall under her spell. 

Unusual Chickens for the Exceptional 
Poultry Farmer Jones, Kelly 

Sophie finds farm life boring, until a cranky chicken appears and 
Sophie discovers the hen can move objects with the power of her 
chicken brain. 

 

 

 

 



Mystery & Suspense 

 

Chicken Squad (series) Cronin, Doreen 
The Chicken Squad solves mysteries and fights crime with their 
dog partner, J.J. Tull, a retired search-and-rescue canine. 
*Available in audio through Tales2Go. 

Clubhouse mysteries (series) Draper, Sharon 
Ziggy and his club, the Black Dinosaurs, build their clubhouse in 
Ziggy's backyard where they find a mysterious cache of buried 
bones. 

Key Hunters (series) Luper, Eric 
Cleo and Evan have a secret. A collection of books so dangerous 
they are locked up tight. A friend has vanished inside the pages of 
one of them. It's up to them to find the key that will set her free. 

Lark (series) Deen, Natasha These beginning chapter-books include engaging characters, 
generous illustrations, easy-to-follow plots, and exciting stories. 

 

Humor 

 

Alvin Ho (series) Look, Lenore 
Alvin Ho, wants to be courageous, but first he must overcome his 
fear of everything. *Available in audio through DC Public 
Library’s Overdrive. 

Bobby the Brave (Sometimes) (Bobby 
series) Yee, Lisa 

Bobby is hurt when he hears his father, a former pro-football 
player, say that they are nothing alike, but summons the courage to 
talk about it after his public asthma attack proves how right his 
father is. 

Gnawing Around (Super Happy Party 
Bears series) Colleen, Marcie 

Super Happy Party Bears just love the beavers, even though the 
rest of Grumpy Woods does not. The Bears decide to throw the 
Beavers a housewarming party that will prove dancing can always 
save the day. 

Wayside School (series) Sachar, Louis 
Humorous episodes from the classroom on the thirtieth floor of 
Wayside School. *Available in audio through DC Public Library’s 
Overdrive. 

 



Graphic Novels 

 

CatStronauts: Robot Rescue (series) Brockington, Drew 

When Cat-Stro-Bot gets into trouble while helping the 
CatStronauts team with their research on Europa, the CatStronauts 
defy mission control and undertake a secret mission to save their 
friend on Jupiter's frozen moon 

Mega Robo Bros Cameron, Neill 
Super-powered robots brothers, Alex and Freddy, try to live a 
"normal life" but and a villainous robot with connections to their 
mysterious past is coming after them. 

Nightlights Alvarez, Lorena 

Every night, Sandy dreams of sparkling lights and whimsical 
creatures that she recreates in her drawings. But as a mysterious 
new girl becomes interested in Sandy's talent, with a far more 
sinister purpose. 

Star Scouts (Star Scouts series) Lawrence, Mike Welcome to Star Scouts, a rollicking series about a cosmic 
scouting troop. 

 

* Books can be ordered through Amazon using the St. Patrick’s Amazon Associates link. St. Patrick's receives a small portion of the 
proceeds from these sales. 

 

https://www.amazon.com/?_encoding=UTF8&tag=stpatsepidays-20&linkCode=ur2&camp=1789&adid=0K8X8HNNG653NNVC0E52&creative=390957&ref-refURL=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.stpatsdc.org%2Fhoundnet%2Fmission_bylaws%2Fpa_events__programs%2Findex.aspx

